
4 STEPS TO WRITING ABOUT A

Like any process, writing has multiple steps: Prewriting, Drafting, Revising, and Editing. Prewriting, as the name implies,
happens BEFORE you write and itâ€™s the step I skipped in school. The outline created in the prewriting stage, if
followed, can help create a clear path for the.

This is the phase that is most critical; yet, this is where so many students show deficiencies. Ask yourself
some key questions: Is the issue relevant to your course? This is the time to apply the wonderful techniques
learned in your English classes! Does it make sense to him? Step 4: Editing With everything in place, this is
the time to cross your t's and dot your i'sâ€”literally. This can provide you with a solid foundation over which
there should not be any major dispute. Free writing means writing every idea that comes into your head. First
time writers, or those less comfortable with it, may require additional time to complete their work. The
purpose of research is to inform you of the range of ideas and opinions, as well as of the facts, that have been
raised on your subject, and thus to provide you with a factual base to conduct your argument. Publishing You
now have a completed manuscript ready to publish. The Main Body of your Paper: In this part you present all
of the arguments to support your thesis and the relevant data to prove its validity. Write down this information
and views very carefully and register precisely where it was found, not forgetting to note the page where the
information was found. But we won't tell if you won't that with tools like mind maps and flowcharts, writing
can almost be gasp enjoyable! Are you able to honestly and objectively summarize the views of each of your
authors? As long as all information the students need is included, the shorter the prompt, the better. Consult
me if you do not know how to proceed effectively. Your introduction should be shown to me at least one week
before the paper must be submitted. Outlines are important for reasons beyond the fact that every English
teacher says so â€” outlines act as a roadmap for what you are about to write. These are good course practices,
and students should have the opportunity to make sense of the education they are receiving, but they don't
belong on a prompt; the long paragraphs tend to convolute the assignment. The result? Focus on the pure
mechanics of your piece, making sure your grammar and spelling is on point. Have all the essential elements
of a question been handled appropriately? Stephen King said, "The scariest moment is always just before you
start. First impressions are difficult to break! Your own imagination is the only limit to finding your source of
inspiration. Forget about word count and grammar. The opinions and the data you have gathered must be
submitted to analysis. Brainstorming allows writers to think and observe before putting pen to page. At all
times remain coherent and maintain a professional tone. If you have researched broadly, consulted authors
from different schools of thought, it is of great interest to examine where they are in full agreement. Remove:
After making additions to your story, how is your word count now? Otherwise, your facts are just an
incoherent mass. It takes practice, and every time you do it, it starts with an idea. Back to the Top The
Analysis The information gathered throughout your research must now be submitted to analysis. Nothing will
distract your reader faster from what you're trying to say than simple spelling errors. Where do these ideas
come from? After 15 minutes or so, stop and sift through your freewriting session and see what revealed itself.
Show respect for your authors and be fair in the rendering of their ideas. Do you have already any ideas about
your topic? Read them twice, if necessary; you must make certain that you have a full understanding of the
views and information provided by your authors. Is each question supposed to be pages? Collect your thoughts
on this subject: Are there aspects that you have studied in class and which could be useful to you?


